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These last 27 years have been

Also, challenging people to move from

We pride ourselves on making quality

very fun and it has been personally

good to great every day.

products at fair prices with commit-

rewarding to see so many satisfied

Editor: What kind of snow

ted on-time deliveries and the best

customers around the world. Our

machines will exist 40 years

service in the industry. We will keep

less energy and with less labor. Our

conservative business philosophy has

from now?

working hard and listening to our

software and controls platform was

stayed strong in both the good and

named SmartSnow™ because it really

the bad years in this great industry.

enables our customers to make snow

Editor: Can we count on SMI to

in a much more intelligent manner.

easier to use and maintain equipment.

be around for another 40 years?

Automation will continue to advance

Editor:	Tell us about your per-

JVK: The recent industry consolida-

and take advantage of the latest tech-

sonal history with the company.

tion in snowmaking has seen the

nological developments. More resorts

JVK: I think the future will continue to
evolve around energy efficiency and

Joe is the President of Snow

one employee. Our first product - an

JVK: I grew up working in the busi-

strong get stronger and the weak go

will move to fixed position snowmak-

Machines, Inc. (SMI), a US company

unusual but energy efficient snow-

ness starting in middle school sweep-

away. We have a very strong leader-

ing that is elevated and consistent.

specializing in snow making

making machine - was called the

ing floors, loading trailers and playing

equipment, systems and design for

SnowStream 320 and it remains the

gopher as in “go for this and go for

resorts world-wide.

only truly airless snowmaker ever

that.” Later, while studying engineer-

successfully sold and used by hun-

ing at Michigan State University, I was

dreds of resorts. My dad saw the

able to help with engineering, project

future of energy and believed there

management and learn from both my

was a smarter way to produce snow

father and Jim Dilworth (coinventor of

At 40 years old
SMI is one of the
oldest snowmaking companies and
still going strong.

than using big compressors. As we

the Boyne and Highland snowmakers).

look back and reflect on our heritage,

Both Jim’s were known for common

ship team in place and a great group

the founders of SMI would be proud

sense engineering and the keep it

of employees and reps. In addition,

of the company’s success today.

simple method.

SMI is financially strong and well

Editor:	How has SMI changed

Then while obtaining an MBA, I began

over the years? Do you still focus

working at IBM in sales and consulting

on energy efficiency and smarter

for computer systems. After working

So yes, we are quite confident that in

snowmaking strategies?

at IBM for three years, in 1987, I came

2054, SMI will be a leading snowmak-

JVK: Yes, these two philosophies

back and joined the SMI snow team

ing company across the world market

as a sales engineer.

while continuing to earn the business

Editor: Congratulations on SMI®
celebrating its 40th year in business in 2014. Take me back in
time: how did SMI get started?
JVK: My parents, Jim and Betty
VanderKelen, started the company
in our house and in the back of a
small carpet company with only

continue to guide us today. As you
will see in our company milestones

Unfortunately, in 1991, my father was

section, our products have been

diagnosed with cancer and passed

developed to allow snowmaking in

away in January 1992. At that time, I

warmer and wetter conditions, for

became president and owner of SMI.

Snowmaking has seen small advances
year to year that over the span of
10 years results in good progress for
resorts. This trend will continue.
Editor: Any message for the readers of this special SN edition?
JVK: A big “thank you” for all the
customers, suppliers and community

customer requests, helping them
work smarter for years to come.

Facts about Joe:
He learned to ski on a
rope tow when he was
only three years old.
He’s strictly a skier.
He played basketball
with Michael Jordan
and Magic Johnson.

members that have believed in SMI.

positioned with great products
and people.

of mountain resorts. SMI will continue
to change and develop new technologies that follow the smarter and more
energy efficient objectives.
Editor: What are you most proud
of in your years with SMI?

Joe VanderKelen
President, Snow Machines, Inc.
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A big “thank you” for all the
customers, suppliers and community
members that have believed in
SMI these past 40 years.

JVK: Taking a successful company
and building a great team of people
and products that have been well
supported and that has grown to be
a major contributor to the industry.
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[1988] SAM Ad

SMI CELEBRATES...

[1995] Standard Wizzard

[1991] Silent Storm

[1994] Standard
PoleCat

[1974] First product:
SnowStream
[1977] Boyne
Snowmaker

[1985] Boyne on JT
Tracked Vehicle

[1989] SMI
Oscillation
Patent

[1984] First
Olympics: Sarajevo

[1996] SMI Headquarters
R&D Expansion

[1992] SMI automation
is formed - first auto
systems developed

[1991] Joe VanderKelen
becomes President

[1984] Mobile
Double Boyne

[1996] PoleCat Conversion Kits

[1977] SnowStream
on boom
[1985] Boyne
[1974] SMI Founded by
Jim VanderKelen

[1976] First SnowNews

[1982] Highland Snowmaker
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[1990] Snow
Groomer
Powered Boyne

[1992] First International Sales Meeting

[1997] Kid Wizzard
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40 YEARS!
[2000] Super PoleCat

[2007] Carriage Lift Mount

[2011] Viking V2 and Kid SnowTowers

[2001] SmartSnow Introduced

SMI CELEBRATES
[2006] Offices at SMI
double in size

[2009] Silent
PoleCat

YEAR

S

[2012] Puma

1974~2014

[2003] Viking SnowTower

[1997] Wizzard
Conversion Kits
[2001] Major Office
and factory expansion and renovation

[2004]
Auto Vikings

[2002] Salt Lake
Olympics
[2003] Smart Snow 2.0

[2009] Swing Arm Mount
[1998] Super Wizzard

[2013] Delta & Omni Mounts

[2001] Automatic
Hydrant
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[2006] Kid PoleCat

[2011] Axis SnowTower
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TOM FILLMORE
BORN TO BE WILD
Tom Fillmore, also known as Dr. Snow, is a leading field and service technician with
SMI. He is also one of their most loyal and dedicated employees – not to mention
most colorful. Tom is married to Cindy Fillmore and lives in Midland, Michigan.
Tom has been with SMI for over 33 of

Q: Most people probably think

and Canada were bringing their snow-

the past 40. I recently sat down with

you earned the Dr. Snow title be-

guns for a shoot-off. Our rep had not

Tom and asked him about his years

cause of your massive knowledge

made us a room reservation and when

with SMI.

about SMI products as well as the

we arrived it was a busy ski week and

Q: When and how did you get

competition’s. But why do you

there were no rooms available any-

started? Do you remember your
first interview?
Tom: I was working as a Commercial fisherman in Tampa, Florida for 3
years, when I decided I was ready for
a break, so I hitch hiked back to Midland MI, with my pit bull that January.
Q: You mean people actually
picked you up with a pit bull?
Tom: Yep. So that following spring, I
figured it was time to look for a job,
and at the time I lived about 2 miles
from SMI. One day I drove by on my
Harley and saw this building with a
skier on it, took a U-turn and met Jim
VanderKelen at the door. He inter-

SMI EXPERTS
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viewed me on the spot and I was hired
a half hour later.

“Rest easy gentleman, I will be in
your area all day.”
–Tom Fillmore

where we went. Finally, we went to
this one resort – it was slope side and
looked way too nice but we had to try
it. The representative came out and
told me, “Tom there’s no rooms left
any where – there’s only rooms left for

think people call you Dr. Snow?

doctors.” In Europe they have to keep

Do you remember when folks first

two rooms free in case a doctor may

started calling you that?

want to stay and ski. So we used my

Tom: Well, there is one main reason.
Most people don’t know the story,
but I traveled through Austria over 20
years ago to meet one of our European reps. He picked me up at the
train station and we drove to a resort
called Lech where the main snowgun

credit card and I signed as “Dr. Snow,”
and got one of the best rooms, slope
side, with a second story view of the
shoot-off at all times. Thank goodness, there was not an accident while
we were there because I would have
shown up with a Snap-on bag of tools.

manufacturers from Europe, the USA
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Q. Tell me how you got started
with training?

I guess the title stuck because I know

Also, back in the day, we didn’t have

It was real special when we demo’d

our products so well. I can tell by the

cell phones – we had to go to pay

the PoleCat tower. We had it on the

A. Yeah, that’s basically all I do now

sound if a snow gun is icing up from

phones and the best we had was

trailer so we could just pull the trailer

along with setting up equipment. In

3 miles away. Many times when I’m

a calling card and you had to find

out on the slope and then we jacked

the early years I didn’t go to trade

at a resort, I’ll even ask them to drag

the pay phones that accepted that

up the tower 3 feet and made snow.

shows. I was a “wrench” and a terri-

something out from behind the shop

particular card. Jim would give us like

Well that was a huge mistake because

tory salesman. Only the boss went to

– something old. Let me fix something

twelve resorts we had to go and do

the PoleCat made so much snow,

the trade shows. But when I started

“Keep your stick
on the ice.”
–Tom Fillmore
old because any time you can fix
something old for the customer, that’s
a huge value.

a demonstration at. The owner had
contacted him and wanted to see a
new snowgun. When we did a demo,
we came in, we unloaded it, we set it
up, took the customer to dinner, came
back to make sure it was running okay,
and then we went to bed. That’s back
when I was learning the business. The

Q: What were the early years of

guy I worked with, he never stayed up

snowmaking like?

all night cause he didn’t want to burn

Tom: I can remember when we got

himself out for the next day. But I’m a

our first fax machine (Telex) and that

night owl and always wanted to stay

was the only “technology” we had. I’ve

later cause that’s when the action is,

seen it come from our first computer

at night. That’s when you want your

to wireless technology. You know our

best snowmakers.

auto guys can remotely pull up and
look at anybody’s resort with
SmartSnow. It’s just amazing!

“Yeah Baby!”
–Tom Fillmore

“You gonna eat all
that?”–Tom Fillmore

was Jim or Joe, they would put money
back into the business. Ideas were put
on a wish list and carefully thought

every morning the trailer was buried.

through. In the summers we had what

So the snow cat would dig it out, we’d

we called “paint up, fix up, clean up”

lower the head down, drag the trailer

getting everything ready for the next

out, hook it up and drag it about 50

production season.

miles down the road to get the snow
and ice off the trailer. And of course
the weather had to cooperate. We had
to be out on the road with the right
equipment at the right time, which
was hard to do. And you didn’t dare
come home until all the people had

“I was Joe’s boss.”

and research facility. Whether Kid or
Super PoleCat, I’ve had a lot to do with
the development and improvements
and it’s what I like to call “the pride of
the American side.” This thing is bullet
proof. When everybody else’s is failing,
the PoleCat is still making snow.
As for the property, there’s a little

shooting over the phone, which led
to doing what we call clinics now,
where our customers will come to one
resort and we give then some custrade shows. It’s open to anybody that

Tom: Whether it was back in the 80s

would like to attend the class.

proving to a customer in the north-

Q: What do you love most about

east, where it was tough to prove

your job?

anything, or proving to our customers in Chile and Argentina that these
machines actually make snow, my
Both the towns people and people

technology and our property, buildings

little more for parts orders and trouble

working for SMI?

been called on.

Tom: Two things: the PoleCat gun and

the parts. So Jim started to use me a

tom training they wouldn’t get at the

favorite part was to see their faces.

your years with SMI?

built most of the equipment, I knew all

Q: What’s been the best part of

–Tom Fillmore

Q: What are you most proud of in

going to trade shows, being as I had

from the resort would come to this
demonstration and see this snowgun
and a booster pump hooked up to a
hydrant and watch this thing actually make snow. To see these people

Tom: Everybody’s got an office –
the outdoors is my office. I could
not handle sitting in an office for 8
hours a day. Of course I change
hats during the day, but I look forward
to 10 p.m. cause that’s when everything happens.
Q: What will you be doing 20
years from now?

running around in it like kids, dancing

Tom: I’m going back to commercial

and acting crazy was very rewarding.

fishing. I’m gonna buy a couple of

You can’t buy that kind of feeling. It’s

old crab boats, about a hundred

very satisfying to turn the “doubting

traps and a license – that’s my retire-

Thomas” around and then actually go

ment dream. I’ve already got future

from talking about the demonstration

customers from our resorts lined up.

to doing the demonstration and show-

Some of them are probably

ing up the next year for the start up.

reading this.

Facts about Tom:
He’s self-described
fish-a-holic.
He’s strictly a
snow boarder.
He loves the American
Rocky Mountains.
He’s most proud of
the PoleCat gun
and technology.
He hitch-hiked from
Florida to Michigan
with his Pit Bull.

“Rock On!”
–Tom Fillmore

piece of me in every building or
improvement. Every year, whether it
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SNOW UNIVERSITY
YOUR DEGREE FOR
QUALITY SNOW

Snowmaking as a really cool science. In this section we provide both technical and
practical information and expert advice from our technical support team at our R & D center
in Midland, MI, as well as invaluable input from resorts from five continents.
SMI is celebrating 40 years of non-

mented for all staff involved with

ing concepts are used and addressed

stop innovation in the snowmaking

transporting, connecting, and operat-

as work safety measures for the

world! Since its inception in 1974, SMI

ing snowmaking equipment.

entire snowmaking team, it can result

has always focused on three impor-

The Mountain Experience

in reduced snowmaking expenses in

tant snow gun qualities: efficiency,

A great deal of what we do as snow-

performance and usability.

makers occurs in the cold, dark and

Noise Risk

This combination of essential proper-

harsh conditions on the mountain.

High-energy consumption air/water

ties has made SMI snow guns super

Limited visibility, the effects of a higher

guns are notorious for being extremely

user friendly. So much so that it’s

altitude and even physical discomfort,

loud, and although still used by some

easy for resort management and

each present unique challenges for

resorts, they are no longer popular.

snowmaking teams to forget that they

the men and women who keep the

And for good reason. Historically

are still working with industrial equip-

slopes white season after season.

resorts have known about noise risk

ment in a rugged environment.

Unfortunately, some resorts view

In this issue we want to share what

certain safety precautions as optional

we consider to be some of the best

or even as luxuries for their staff,

practices followed by experienced

putting their bottom line ahead

resort operators who want to pro-

of safety. Not only does this view

tect their staff while snowmaking is

pose potentially dangerous risks for

in progress. To stay safe and have a

employees, sub-standard safety often

great snowmaking season, the fol-

contributes to poor work performance

lowing simple tips should be imple-

and efficiency. However, if the follow-

the long run.

Protect your snowmakers
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for some time, but it has become less
of a concern as fan snowguns and
lowE sticks have evolved and replaced
these earlier designs on many slopes.
But even with these new machines,
snowmakers are still working in a
relatively loud environment. It’s not
as apparent when standing 50 feet
away, but even a small change in the
decibel meter (un-weighted sound
level) due to proximity to the snowgun, especially standing at its side,
may represent a gigantic change in
the amount of noise perceived by the
human hear.

Ski resorts should
take the lead by
providing the right
safety equipment
and proper training before and
during the season.
A constant high level of noise can
lead to permanent hearing impairment that cannot be fixed by modern
medicine to date. In addition, long and
even short exposure to high noise
levels can also create temporary or
permanent tinnitus, a phantom noise
that can vary in pitch from a low roar
to a high squeal, and in some cases,
the sound can be so loud it can interfere with the ability to concentrate or
hear actual sound.
These higher noise levels emitted by
snowguns, compressors and pumps
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can also very easily create physical
and psychological stress. Stress is
proven to reduce daily productivity.
Loud noise can also interfere with
communication and concentration,
contributing to a higher incidence of

“Cause every girl crazy ‘bout a
sharp dressed [snow]man”

Gloves
Waterproof and comfortable gloves
are also advised. Many snowmakers
will have two sets ready to go at all

–ZZ TOP

times. Appropriate inner and middle
make you visible at all times.
And of course, reflective and brighter
color gear is

workplace accidents, injuries and job

always advised.

dissatisfaction, just to name a few.
Fortunately there is a simple solution.
Compulsory ear muffs and plugs for
the snowmaking staff. Some types
are even able to connect to the radio
communication systems for better
and clear communication between
staff members and are proven to
reduce noise by up to 35 dB.

Darkness
We all know that snowmaking operations are primarily conducted at night
and in some
places during 12 or
more hours
of darkness. And
snowmakers
are generally surrounded by industrial
machines such as groomers and other
transport vehicles like snowmobiles.
Head lamps are the smart choice of
many snowmakers since they can run
for many hours on a couple of small
batteries and they can illuminate up to
200 lumens out of a single regulated
LED. Old fashioned Mag-lite flashlights

Head
Protection
Helmets have become more
common for snowmakers
on the slopes. Helmet fit,
comfort, warmth and

layers made of the new Dri-fit and
quick dry fabrics are warm
and comfortable.
Making snow on a cold, windless night
can be incredibly rewarding if the
above common sense recommendations are applied. Ski resorts should
take the lead by providing the right
safety equipment and proper training
before and during the season.

chin strap
convenience are all
factors to consider.

Footwear
Uneven terrain, snow,
and hard ice are
among the conditions
expected on any ski
slope, so it’s no wonder that hard
shell boots are the preferred footwear

If you have a question or comment,
please forward to
snowuni@snowmakers.com

by experienced snowmakers around
the world. Not only do they provide
good ankle and foot support, they
also protect the toes from accidental
impacts. This type of boot is normally
fully waterproof and ideal for stepping
on both hard ice and soft snow. Hard
shell climbing style boots may also
be fitted with crampons. Ice axes may
also be needed some nights in many
alpine style terrains.

can be okay, but only as a second-

Waterproof jackets and pants are also

ary light. Head lamps have proven to

a must when making snow.

Baltazar Sanchez
International Commercial Director

be ideal by most resorts as they are
lighter, they leave you hands free and
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